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our
story
The School of Handles Basketball Academy was founded by Joel
Haywood, aka King Handles, in Vancouver, BC (Canada). He is a
former professional basketball player and considered by many, a
streetball legend.
Years of experience in streetball and professional basketball have
evolved his ball handling ability and taken his game to the next level.
During his journey, King Handles continually noticed a lack of ball
handling ability within the local youth basketball scene. He felt the
need to improve upon this through sharing his knowledge on an elite
training level. In doing so, it simultaneously allows Joel the opportunity
to give back to his local community.
In the summer of 2019, the School of Handles hosted its first clinic
outdoors in Vancouver, with a second summer camp held in Burnaby.
At present, the academy has grown to 3 indoor locations throughout
Vancouver, the Lower Mainland and the Fraser Valley. Clinics are held
in North Vancouver (Game Ready Fitness), Langley (Langley Events
Centre) and Richmond (Union Basketball Facility).

Academy-style development programs are pivotal in understanding
different roles, gameplay IQ, and team dynamics. At the School of
Handles, we develop the individual player and their skill progression.
We have adopted this approach to help them achieve their goals both
as players and as teammates.
Our methodology allows athletes of all levels, to extend beyond the
boundaries of what they think they’re capable of, while focusing on
expert ball handling, dexterity, and player movement. Once they’re
confident in their ball-handling skills, athletes become that much more
effective in other aspects of the game.

off the dribble, add unique moves to their offensive repertoire that
are effective in either a streetball or an organized setting and gain a
unique perspective, when it comes to anticipating and reading plays,
before they develop.
The School of Handles encourages camp participants to work hard
and simultaneously, enjoy training, all while having fun playing the
game of basketball. When Covid-19 is behind us, we will be hosting
events once a month, including 1v1 and 3v3 competitions. By the
Spring of 2023, the School of Handles aims to have 2-3 elite travelling
teams established.

We believe combining certain streetball techniques with traditional
organized basketball skills, greatly assists in accelerating a child’s
basketball development. Among the many basketball skillsets and life
lessons taught, academy participants learn how to beat defenders

Helping athletes
develop and realize
their potential.

In
partnership
with
The School of Handles is fortunate to have a globally
reputable company in the Puma Group support us. They
have generously provided branded t-shirts, shoes and
other merchandise to distribute to our camp and clinic
participants. In doing so, Puma Group’s belief in us and
our work with youth, has given our team a substantial
increase in believing in ourselves even more. We are
beyond grateful to have such confidence instilled in us,
from a recognizable company the likes of Puma Group.
As if that were not enough, Puma Group’s donations
and contributions have allowed us to host clinics at a
discounted rate to athletes. To have the ability to make
such an offering is indescribable.
We look forward to continuing to progress together with
Puma Group in the years to come, knowing they have a
genuine interest in our cause and growth to succeed.

socializing

Fuxin, China

With many opportunities to experience different countries, it has
allowed the School of Handles Founder, Joel, to make the most of his
social media presence in the process. His electrifying style of play,
hands on coaching approach and outgoing personality have all assisted
in building a global following when it comes to his individual brand as a
player and the School of Handles Basketball Academy.

Los Angeles, California

Tokyo, Japan

9.7K 172K 14.2K
@schoolofhandlesbasketball

@thekinghandles

@kinghandlesball4real

services

Camps & Clinics

Training

Aimed at improving a player’s dribbling ability and overall
basketball skillset, camps and clinics are a combination of
training and conditioning. Sessions are held in small inperson groups and virtually via Zoom video conferencing,
based on age and skill level.

Exclusive training sessions to all athletes, of any age,
gender, experience and skill level are available. These
sessions, whether private or in small groups, are
customized towards the individual athlete’s specified goals
as a player and the areas they wish to improve upon.

club teams

coaching

By participating in tournaments and leagues throughout
the season, club teams compete against the top talent
the local basketball scene offers. Currently, we have two
boys and two girls teams and plan to have six established
by next season. Athletes partaking on club teams dedicate
themselves to attending competitive practises, playing at a
high level and learning what it takes to be successful as an
individual player and teammate.

With years of experience playing at both the collegiate/
university level and professionally, our coaches share
a passion when it comes to sharing their basketball
knowledge with the next generation of players. Each has
developed a broad range of coaching techniques and
philosophies that serve them well while on the basketball
court sidelines, as well as off the court when it comes to
teaching life lessons.

38

sponsored athletes
The number of athletes sponsored for
camps, clinics, tryouts and tournaments

90+

Awards
The multiple prizes, medals and trophies
the School of Handles has provided to
participants

1200+
5

CUrrent Professional
& University players
Recent players we have trained,
who are now playing on teams
at college/university and
professionally

Attendees
Participating athletes who have taken
part in our clinics, camps, tryouts,
events and tournaments

accolades

opportunities to
play & grow

well-rounded
programs

We really appreciate the SOHA for its philosophy aimed at
developing kids’ love of the game through a good balance
of fun and competition. The organizers are keen and
caring and are looking to build the program; they go out of
their way to offer lots of opportunities to play and grow as
a basketball player. The environment in training sessions
and camps is all about energetic, engaged coaching and
the SOHA programs have contributed to our son’s growth
as a player and as a young person.

As a family just want to express our appreciation for the
work that you do. Your love for the sport is infectious, and
that’s the start of everything: Well-rounded programs,
highly motivated kids and an uplifting Basketball
experience where the players improve weekly and belong
to a network that sees their goals and helps to achieve
them. Thanks, and best of success.

jaya & kristen

bopp family

Professionalism &
athleticism

growth &
development

I am thoroughly impressed with the professionalism and
athleticism of the School of Handles coaching team. Their
program focuses on physical, technical, and character
development. I am proud to have my child in a program
where the instructors focus not just on elite basketball
skills but also life skills such as being competitive and
disciplined on and off the court.

My son has had more personal growth and development
through School of Handles than any other basketball club.
The coaches always bring a ton of positive energy.

charlie t.

David c.

testimonials

An undying passion to teach and be a part of
the sport of basketball is something the School
of Handles does not take for granted. Since
the majority of our teachings emphasize the
importance of being teammates and working in
cohesion with others, it is only fitting that we do
so by example.
Our goals away from the basketball court are
just as ambitious if not more so, when it comes
to contributing and making a difference within
the local community. We aim on being a staple
within the city when it comes to basketball
achievement and dedicating time to becoming
involved with those near and around us. The
School of Handles welcomes anyone else to join
us in our efforts, who share this same vision.

All Cultures

All Genders

Underprivileged

Special Needs

Elderly

After School Programs

Mentorship

Outreach

community
involvement

future
endeavours

A non-profit organization consisting of four parts, all of
which are aimed at giving back to the community. Little
Things Count involves a volunteer program for students
to earn service hours, a scholarship fund to assist players
whose goal is to play at the next level, free clinics and the
Recreate program, where local basketball courts will be
repainted, each with a fresh new design.

Travelling
Teams

1v1 & 3v3
Competitions

To provide athletes with a playing experience in different
cities across Canada and in the United States, the School
of Handles is organizing travelling teams in boys and
girls divisions. Each will participate against high level
competition, learn the preparation necessary and become
familiar with what is required when playing in different
environments outside of the local scene.

Initially, these half court competitions will be events held
every few months. Once established, the plan is to host
them as ongoing leagues our athletes and others can
look forward to. Since the 1v1 and 3v3 will be in smaller
settings, they are ideal ways players can improve their
skillsets and test the training they’ve been dedicating
themselves towards.

thank
you

